Appliances/equipment

Double Door Refrigerator
Power Range Hood w/ light
Six Gallon Gas/electric Water Heater w/ Dsi
Water Heater Bypass Kit
High capacity Furnace w/ elec. ignition
13.5 Btu Air conditioner, Ducted
Double Bowl Kitchen sink
Demand Water pump
copper lp Gas lines
Am/Fm CD player
microwave
monitor panel
Oven w/ 3-Burner Range top
cable Hook up

Bathroom

power Roof Vent
Adjustable shower Head
Residential style sink and Faucet
medicine cabinet
Wall mounted light switch
Foot Flush toilet
skylight in Bath

Construction

Welded, Aluminum Frame,
laminated Walls with polystyrene Block Foam insulation
5" Galvanized steel crowned Rafters
ABs Holding tanks
Roto-cast Fresh Water tank
enclosed underbelly

Electrical

patio light
ceiling lights
120 Volt GFi protected circuits
55 Amp converter w/ charger

Exterior

Rubber Roof
Gel-coat Fiberglass skin
"e" coated chassis
tinted safety Glass Windows
Radius entry Door w/ Window, Dead-bolt lock and screen Door
Outside storage compartment
self-storing step
2 – 5/16" coupler
Radius Baggage Door
exterior shower
tV Antenna with Booster
4 stabilizer Jacks
patio Awning
spare tire Kit
Outside speakers
exterior slide-Out cook center

Interior

large Galley Window
Hard Valances in living Room
mini Blinds
no-Wax Flooring
Raised panel cabinet Doors

Running Gear

load equalization Axle system
10" electric Brakes, All Wheels
Galvanized Wheel Wells
leaf spring suspension system

Safety

Break-A-Way switch
Fire extinguisher
smoke Detector
lp Detector
Heavy Duty safety chains
carbon monoxide Detector

2008 Passport

by Keystone

Your PASSPORT dealer:
go anywhere

go anywhere
With customer demand for lightweight, fuel-efficient travel trailers at an all-time high, Passport Ultra-Lite by Keystone is sure to find favor with families who want to maximize fuel efficiency but still maintain all of the conveniences of a well-appointed feature-packed RV.

» ½ TON AND SUV TOWABLE
» STRATEGICALLY ENGINEERED LOAD DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
» UNBEATABLE FEATURES

Check Out These Exclusive Features!
1. Protection from harmful UV rays with full-length awning and tinted windows while entertainment is provided by exterior speakers.
2. Strength and durability with two full-length pull-out galley drawers with commercial steel drawer glides.
3. For enjoyable outdoor cooking the exterior slide-out cook center with LP Quick-Connect is simple and fun to use.
4. Extended season camping and improved aerodynamics are accomplished with the enclosed underbelly.
5. Superior towability and weight distribution with the Load Equalization Axles (Spread Axle Design)
6. Store your larger items in the lighted (32 cu. ft.) front pass-thru storage compartment featuring a super-sized access door.

The 285RL, shown here in the well-appointed Harvest décor, provides the perfect amenities and quality desired for a weekend or a months-long getaway.

The oversized galley slide, in Havana, accented with full-length overhead cabinets, an extra large counter top area, jack knife sofa and double drawers offers plenty of preparation and storage space for an enjoyable RV experience in the 280BH.